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We develop a Monte-Carlo event generator based on combination of a parton production formula
including the effects of parton saturation (called the DHJ formula) and hadronization process due
to the Lund string fragmentation model. This event generator is designed for the description of
hadron productions at forward rapidities and in a wide transverse momentum range in high-energy
proton-proton collisions. We analyze transverse momentum spectra of charged hadrons as well
as identified particles; pion, kaon, (anti-)proton at RHIC energy, and ultra-forward neutral pion
spectra from LHCf experiment. We compare our results to those obtained in other models based
on parton-hadron duality and fragmentation functions.
PACS numbers: 24.85.+p,25.75.-q,12.38.Mh
I. INTRODUCTION
Theoretical understanding of hadron production in
high energy hadronic interactions is one of the most rel-
evant subjects in QCD. For example, in ultra-relativistic
heavy-ion collisions, the subsequent space-time evolution
of a quark-gluon plasma (QGP) is described by relativis-
tic hydrodynamics [1]. Thus it is very important to fix a
reliable initial condition for hydrodynamical simulations
in order to extract the correct dynamics of the reaction.
Another example is the air-shower development induced
by ultrahigh-energy cosmic-rays (UHECR), which is very
sensitive to high-energy hadronic interactions [2]. The
interactions are usually simulated using a Monte-Carlo
event generator, and the choice of an interaction model
may critically affect the air shower analysis.
As an incident energy increases in a hadronic colli-
sion, reactions involving small Bjorken’s-x gluons become
dominant, and a framework which treats a highly dense
gluonic system is needed. The Color Glass Condensate
(CGC) framework has been proposed in order to describe
such a dense gluon system [3, 4] in which the saturation
scale Qs characterizes nonlinear nature of the system.
For practical computation of gluon production in
the CGC framework, two different approaches are of-
ten taken: solving classical Yang-Mills equation on the
lattice [5–7] or the kT -factorized production formula
with unintegrated gluon distribution (uGD) with satu-
ration [8]. They have been successful in explaining many
experimental data at RHIC and LHC energies. The mod-
els based on the kT -factorization formula, such as KLN
model given in Ref. [9] and its extensions [10–13], de-
scribe hadron multiplicity distributions and transverse
momentum (pT ) distributions in low momentum region
under the assumption of Local Parton-Hadron Duality
(LPHD) [14]. On the other hand, in high momentum
region, it can be well reproduced by the kT -factorization
formula combined with the fragmentation functions [15–
20].
A hybrid formalism was proposed in Ref. [21] to
describe the collisions between a dilute projectile and
a dense target (Dumitru-Hayashigaki-Jalilian-Marian
(DHJ) formula). It has been applied to the computa-
tions of forward particle production spectra, not only
for charged hadrons and pions, but also for baryons [22]
in d+Au collisions. The DHJ formula was also utilized
to compute baryon productions for Au+Au collisions in
Ref. [23, 24], and it is found that transverse momentum
spectra and net-baryon rapidity distributions in Au+Au
collisions at RHIC are well described with the DHJ for-
mula.
Substantial progresses were made recently: the
Balitsky-Kovchegov equation with running-coupling ac-
curacy (rcBK equation) [25] was obtained, and numerical
methods have been developed to solve the rcBK evolu-
tion [26]. A global analysis was performed with the rcBK
equation for the nucleon structure function measured at
HERA at small values of x ≤ 0.01, which yields good
fits (the AAMQS parametrization) [27]. At the same
time, when applied to hadronic interactions, the AAMQS
parametrization provides a good agreement with the data
at RHIC and LHC [16–20]. For a recent review, see
Ref. [28]. The next-to-leading order (NLO) corrections
to the hybrid formula were computed in Refs. [29]. It is
found that the NLO corrections yield the same pT depen-
dence as the leading-order (LO) expression in the regime
pT ≤ Qs, where non-linear effects are strong, and thus
the LO formula can be applied with a constant K-factor
at forward rapidities.
Geometrical fluctuations of the projectile and the tar-
get are important in nucleus-nucleus collisions. They
are included in the kT -factorization approach within a
Monte-Carlo based formulation [19, 30, 31] and, this ap-
proach has been extensively used as initial conditions
2for the subsequent hydrodynamical evolution of a sys-
tem [32–34]. However, it only provides the (energy) den-
sity distribution at each grid. Full event generation of all
particles with their 4-momenta assigned has not yet been
implemented along this approach.
The first attempt to generate full parton configurations
based on the KLN kT factorization formula was done in
Ref. [35] (BBLMonte-Carlo model), and it was applied to
high-energy Cosmic Ray air shower simulations. In BBL,
momenta of quarks and gluons are generated according
to the kT -factorization formula, and the hadronization is
performed using the Lund string fragmentation model.
This approach allows one to describe particle production
from low to high momentum region consistently. They
showed that atmospheric air showers are sensitive to the
interactions with partons at very small x.
In this paper, we present a newly developed Monte-
Carlo event generator based on the DHJ formula which
implements the latest theoretical update of the uGD
function from the numerical solution of the rcBK equa-
tion. Specifically, we generate partons according to the
DHJ formula together with initial and final state radia-
tions based on the DGLAP evolution equation. Strings
are formed by those produced partons and remnants
which are fragmented into hadrons by the Lund string
fragmentation model. We will compare our results to the
forward hadron spectra in proton-proton collisions ob-
served at RHIC and LHCf experiments, and discuss the
mechanism of the particle production. Results with the
LPHD and fragmentation function adopted to the DHJ
formula are shown for comparison with our Monte-Carlo
approach.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, imple-
mentation of the DHJ formula into the Monte-Carlo gen-
erator is explained. In Sec. III, we compare our numer-
ical results to the transverse momentum distribution in
proton-proton collisions at RHIC and LHC in forward ra-
pidity regions. Results from different approaches are also
shown for comparison. A summary is given in Sec. IV.
II. THE DHJ+LUND MODEL
We consider high-energy proton-proton scatterings at
forward rapidities. We shall employ the DHJ hybrid
formalism where we treat the collision between a large-
x1 (= (pT /
√
s) exp(y)) parton (quarks or gluons) from
the projectile and a small-x2 (= (pT /
√
s) exp(−y)) gluon
from the target. Then, the forward parton production
cross-section with transverse momentum pT and rapidity
y is given as
dσDHJ
dyd2pT
=
K
(2pi)2
σ0
2
∑
i=q,g
x1fi/p(x1, Q
2)Ni(x2, pT ), (1)
where fi/p is the collinear parton distribution function
(PDF) for a large-x1 parton i, Ni (i = F,A) is the Fourier
transform of the dipole scattering amplitude in the fun-
damental (for quark or anti-quark scattering) or adjoint
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FIG. 1: Schematic picture of a possible event in which a in-
teraction gg → g with initial and final state radiations is
simulated by the DHJ+Lund model.
(for gluon scattering) representation for small-x2 gluon.
We use Q = pT as a factorization scale for PDF as a de-
fault value for the DHJ+Lund model. As a default set-
ting in our model, CTEQ5L [36] for PDF and K-factor
of K = 1.0 are used. The average transverse area of the
proton σ0/2 = 16.5 mb is obtained by the DIS fits at
HERA [20, 27]. The uGD functions NF,A are obtained
as the numerical solution of the rcBK equation and are
fitted to the HERA data [27]. Specifically, parameter set
g1.101 in Ref.[19] is used in this paper in which the ini-
tial condition for NF in the coordinate representation at
x0 = 0.01 is taken to be
NF (r, x0) = 1− exp
[
− (r
2Q2s0)
γ
4
ln
(
1
Λr
+ e
)]
, (2)
where r is the transverse size of a color dipole, γ = 1.101,
Q2s0 = 0.157 GeV
2, Λ = 0.241 GeV, and we assume im-
pact parameter independent rcBK equation.
In Fig. 1, a schematic picture of what the DHJ+Lund
model simulates is illustrated for gg → g together with
initial and final state radiations. Gluons and quarks
are generated randomly according to the formula Eq.(1)
with the minimum momentum pT,min = 1 GeV. We have
checked that the transverse momentum distributions is
insensitive to pT,min: Simulations with pT,min = 0.25
GeV yields similar results as pT,min = 1 GeV which will
be presented in this paper. Initial radiations for high
x projectile part and final state radiations are included
in line with PYTHIA approach [37, 38]. But explicit
gluon productions from the initial state radiation due to
x-evolution is not included in this work.
The effects of multiple parton interaction (MPI) is
simulated based on the eikonal model [40], which is
used in several event generators such as HIJING [41–43],
SIBYLL [44, 45], and HERWIG++ [46, 47]. By assum-
ing that each interaction is independent, the probability
3to have n scattering is given by
Pn =
n(b, s)n
n!
exp(−n(b, s)), (3)
where
n(b, s) = A(b)σDHJ(s) (4)
is the average number of partonic collisions at a given
impact parameter b with the invariant mass of the col-
lision s. A(b) is the spatial overlap of the two colliding
hadrons, and we take the Gaussian form:
A(b) =
1
4piB
exp
(
− b
2
4B
)
(5)
with the parameter B = 0.25 fm2. Notice that the multi-
ple scattering of an incoming parton with a coherent color
field in the target CGC is already included in σDHJ. MPI
describes events which include several hard scatterings.
In an event with several interactions, we will have several
hard scatterings of the types gg → g or qg → q. Among
several hard scatterings, quark production from qg → q
process is generated only once, if it is selected, and the
rest of all interactions are assumed to be gg → g scatter-
ing for simplicity. More sophisticated implementation of
multiple parton interaction will be discussed elsewhere.
We need to introduce hadronization of parton in or-
der to compare with experimentally measured hadrons.
Hadronization process is entirely nonperturbative pro-
cess and we have only phenomenological approaches. The
hypothesis of LPHD [14] has been formulated based on
the observation that parton distribution computed in
perturbative QCD (pQCD) approach gives good descrip-
tion of hadrons even at small pT . On the other hand,
the fragmentation function is used to hadronize the par-
tonic system above the factorization scale. The Lund
string model of hadronization has been developed based
on the massless relativistic string as a model for QCD
color field [48], and implemented in the Monte Carlo
event generator PYTHIA [37]. In this paper, we utilize
the Lund model for the hadronization.
Besides hard scatterings between the two hadrons, two
strings are generated with the fractional energy x of the
quark, which is chosen according to the probability pro-
file:
P (x) =
(1− x)α
4
√
x2 + c/s
(6)
with the default parameter in PYTHIA6 [37]: α = 3
and c = 0.36. We use PYTHIA 8.186 [39] to simulate
the string fragmentation into hadrons. A simplest string
configuration in a Monte-Carlo event in our model is de-
picted in Fig. 2. When one gg → g interaction occurs and
there is no radiation, then there are two strings formed,
one of which will have one gluon attached. There are
of course many other string configurations in the simula-
tion, although we do not show all of them here.
FIG. 2: Schematic picture of a possible string configuration
after the collision, where two strings are formed and stretched
between quarks and diquarks. The gluon which is produced
in the gg → g process is attached to one of the strings.
III. COMPARISON WITH THE
EXPERIMENTAL DATA
In this section, we compare our results to the experi-
mental data at both RHIC and LHC energies. Within the
DHJ+Lund model, we have generated 70 million events
at RHIC energy, and 1 million events at LHC energy,
which were then used to compute the transverse momen-
tum distributions of the produced hadrons in pp colli-
sions.
For other model approaches, we present the re-
sults of the DHJ formulation with the LPHD ansatz
(DHJ+LPHD) in low momentum region and those
of the DHJ formulation with fragmentation function
(DHJ+FF) in high momentum region. We also com-
pare PYTHIA and HIJING results in which both soft
and pQCD mini-jet productions are included.
A. Charged hadrons
For later discussions, let us first explain the
DHJ+LPHD model briefly. We basically follow the same
approach as in Ref. [12]: Transverse momentum of the
parton qT is obtained by qT = pT /〈z〉 in Eq. (1) and qT
is replaced by mT =
√
q2T +m
2
jet in order to take into
account mass effect. In the framework of the LPHD in
Ref. [12], 〈z〉 ≈ 0.5 was used and good agreement with the
data was obtained for the transverse momentum distri-
butions for charged hadrons at low transverse momentum
range less than 4 GeV at mid-rapidity at
√
s = 2.36 TeV.
Thus in the case of forward rapidity y region we take an
average of z value as
〈z〉 = (1 + zmin)
2
=
1 + mT√
s
ey
2
. (7)
The saturation scale Qs is used for the factorization scale
in the PDF.
In Fig. 3, transverse momentum distributions for neg-
atively charged hadrons in pp collisions at
√
s = 200
GeV at rapidity 2.2 and 2.3 from the DHJ+LPHD model
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FIG. 3: Negatively charged hadron transverse momentum dis-
tributions in pp collisions at
√
s = 200 GeV at y = 2.2 and
3.2 from BRAHMS experiment [50] are compared with the
DHJ+LPHD model and DHJ+DSS independent fragmenta-
tion. K = 2.5 is used for both calculations. In the DHJ+DSS
results, scale dependence between Q = pT /2 and Q = pT is
shown by the width of the band.
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FIG. 4: Negatively charged hadron spectra and neutral pion
spectra in pp collisions at
√
s = 200 GeV. Data are from the
BRAHMS [50] and PHENIX [52]. Results from DHJ+Lund
(solid lines) and HIJING2D (dotted lines) are compared.
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FIG. 5: Neutral pion invariant cross-sections from STAR [55]
in pp collisions at
√
s = 200 GeV are compared to the
DHJ+Lund model (solid lines), HIJING2D (dotted lines),
PYTHIA8.1 (triangles), and DHJ+DSS (bands). The
DHJ+DSS results are for K = 2.5 and Q = (pT /2, pT ). All
theoretical results are obtained by averaging over given rapid-
ity bin.
BRAHMS [50]. As an overall normalization, we used
K-factor of 2.5. We have checked that the results in
Fig. 3 is not sensitive to the value of the mass of the
mini-jet mjet in the range from mjet = 0.0 to 0.5 GeV.
It is remarkable that under the assumption of LPHD the
DHJ framework works in low momentum region for the
description of transverse momentum distributions even
though it is not legitimate to use PDF in such a low pT
range. However, the LPHD approach does not work in
high momentum region. Instead, the fragmentation of
the produced parton into hadrons will be the appropri-
ate picture there. Indeed, the results of the DHJ formula
convoluted with the DSS fragmentation function [51] de-
scribe the data in high momentum region as shown in
the Fig. 3. The factorization scale dependence is also
checked, and it is found that the results for Q = pT /2 is
twice as large as the one for Q = pT with almost the same
pT slope, where K = 2.5 is used in the plot. Thus scale
dependence can be absorbed by changing K factor. See
also Refs. [16–20] for the CGC predictions for forward
hadron productions with fragmentation functions.
We now turn to the Monte-Carlo event generator,
DHJ+Lund, results. In Fig. 4 shown is the negatively
charged hadron spectra and neutral pion in pp collisions
at
√
s = 200 GeV obtained by the DHJ+Lund model,
together with the BRAHMS data [50] and PHENIX
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FIG. 6: Inclusive pions, kaons, protons and anti-protons transverse momentum distributions in pp collisions at
√
s = 200 GeV at
rapidities y = 2.95 and y = 3.3 obtained by the DHJ+Lund model (solid line) and the DHJ+DSS (box). Positively (negatively)
charged particles are shown in the left (right) panel. Data are from BRAHMS collaboration [56]. In the DHJ+DSS calculations,
K = 2.5 is used, and the width of the bands indicates the different choice of the factorization scales within Q = (pT /2, pT ).
data [52]. In the DHJ+Lund approach, hadron spec-
tra from low to high momentum region can be described
within a single framework. Note that we do not need in-
trinsic kT to fit the data, which is often introduced in the
conventional pQCD based models. In the DHJ+LPHD
approach, the spectrum in low momentum region is en-
tirely described by the soft gluons, but in the DHJ+Lund
approach, it is modeled by the string fragmentation.
It would be informative to see the results from a
model based on the conventional collinear factorization
of pQCD. For this purpose, we plot HIJING results in
Fig. 4 which we call HIJING2D, since it is a modified
version from the original HIJING2.0 [43]. In HIJING,
the nucleon-nucleon inelastic cross-section is given by the
eikonal formalism:
σin =
∫ ∞
0
d2b[1− e2χ(b,s)], (8)
where the eikonal function χ(b, s) at an impact parameter
b and at the invariant mass s is obtained as the sum of the
pQCD 2 → 2 cross-sections and the soft parton-parton
collisions,
χ(b, s) =
1
2
[σjetT (b) + σsoftT (b)], (9)
where T (b) is the nucleon-nucleon overlap function and
taken to be (the Fourier transform of) the dipole form
factor. The LO pQCD 2→ 2 jet cross-section in pp col-
lisions at
√
s = 200 GeV is calculated with CTEQ6M
PDF [53] and K-factor of 2.5, assuming the pT cut-off
p0 = 2.1 GeV. In HIJING2D, σsoft = 58 mb is used to
fit the total pp cross-section and pseudo-rapidity distri-
bution for charged hadrons in pp collisions at
√
s = 200
GeV. The original HIJING model switches off the option
for the popcorn model [54] in the Lund string fragmenta-
tion, and the leading diquark does not break there. But
it is switched on in HIJING2D. HIJING2D results, shown
in Fig. 4, also describes the experimental data very well.
This means that we do not see any distinct effects of CGC
in the charged hadron data of BRAHMS and neural pion
data of PHENIX in pp collisions at
√
s = 200 GeV. This
fact is actually encouraging: If one wants to construct a
model in which both CGC and pQCD processes are in-
cluded, it is expected that the transition from pQCD to
CGC description will be smooth.
We also compare the neutral pion momentum distribu-
tions in pp collisions at forward rapidities from the STAR
experiments [55] in Fig. 5. The DHJ+Lund model over-
estimates the data by a factor of 2, although the slope
is close to the data. We note that DHJ+Lund is con-
6sistent with the DHJ+DSS approach (K = 2.5). On
the other hand, HIJING2D overestimates all data and
its slopes are much harder than the data. In low mo-
mentum region pT < 1 GeV, both DHJ+Lund and HI-
JING2D model predictions are consistent with each other
for all rapidities. It is seen that there is a significant dif-
ference between HIJING2D and DHJ+Lund approaches
at momenta larger than 1 or 2 GeV. The slopes in the
HIJING2D results are much harder than those of the
DHJ+Lund model results which is more clearly seen at
larger rapidity. We have checked that PYTHIA6 gives
quit similar results as HIJING2D, but PYTHIA8.1 re-
sults are very close to the DHJ+Lund model results as
shown in Fig. 5. In Ref. [55], it was reported that NLO
pQCD calculations agree with the forward neutral pion
from pp collisions, despite that its spectrum is not con-
sistent with the data for d+Au collisions.
B. Identified hadrons
We turn now to the comparison of identified hadron
spectra at forward rapidities. In Fig. 6, transverse mo-
mentum distributions for pion, kaons, protons, and anti-
protons from pp collisions at
√
s = 200 GeV at ra-
pidities y = 2.95 and y = 3.3 [56] are compared with
the DHJ+Lund model results. Our model reasonably
describes the BRAHMS data in low momentum region
pT < 2 GeV, but slopes are flatter at high pT . It should
be noted that the DHJ+Lund model describes the proton
and anti-proton yields simultaneously. DHJ+DSS results
for Q = pT and Q = pT /2 with K = 2.5 are also shown
in Fig. 6. The agreement with the BRAHMS data is rea-
sonably good for pions and kaons. However, the proton
yield in DHJ+DSS is below the data by a factor of two
and five for rapidities y = 2.95 and y = 3.3, respectively.
On the other hand, anti-proton yields are bigger by a
factor of two in DHD+DSS.
The DHJ+FF approach was applied to compute the
proton yield in d+Au collisions at
√
s = 200 GeV in
Ref. [22]. Fragmentation function extracted from the
Lund string model [57] scaled by AKK fragmentation
function [58] was used in the calculations. It is pointed
out that the contributions from diquark fragmentation
play an essential role in the forward baryon production.
Note that both the DHJ+Lund model and HIJING2D
take into account these diquark contributions. Thus, we
expect that proton spectra in the DHJ+DSS approach
also can be improved by taking such effects into account.
Various model predictions for the proton distribution
at y = 3.3 are compared in Fig. 7. DHJ+DSS withK = 5
and Q = pT /2 reproduces the proton data very well, al-
though this value of K-factor is inconsistent with pion
and kaon data. We find that HIJING2D yields the same
result as PYTHIA6, and both show much flatter pro-
ton distribution than the data. On the other hand, the
slope of the DHJ+Lund model at pT < 3 GeV is close to
the data, although high pT part is flatter than the data,
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FIG. 7: Inclusive proton invariant cross sections in pp col-
lisions at
√
s = 200 GeV at y = 3.3 are compared to
the DHJ+LUND model (solid lines), HIJING2D (dashed
lines), DHJ+DSS (dotted lines), PYTHIA6.4.28 (squares),
and PYTHIA8.168 (triangles).
which is not seen in the results with the DSS fragmen-
tation function. It is seen that PYTHIA8.1 result is in
quite good agreement with experimental data as shown
in Fig. 7. Thus, it is hard to see the distinct CGC effects
from the proton transverse momentum distribution in pp
collisions at
√
s = 200 GeV.
Finally, we should remark on the NLO pQCD results.
In Ref. [56], it is reported that NLO pQCD calculations
describe the distribution of pions and kaons, but fail to
fit the proton and anti-proton yields at the same time.
C. LHCf data
In this section, we analyze neutral pion transverse
spectra from LHCf experiment [59] in pp collisions at√
s = 7 TeV. Since measurement was performed in the
very forward rapidity range 8.9 < y < 11.0, the produced
particles come from extremely high x1 and low x2 regions
of PDF. In Ref. [60], LHCf data was analyzed based on
the DHJ formula convoluted with fragmentation func-
tion, and it was found that slopes are much steeper than
the LHCf data.
First let us study the contributions of gluons and
quarks from CGC to the LHCf data. In Fig. 8 we present
the DHJ+LPHD results of the neutral pion transverse
momentum spectra in pp collisions at
√
s = 7 TeV at
different rapidities compared to LHCf data [59]. The fac-
torization scale of PDF is chosen to be Q = max(Qs, pT ),
where Qs is a saturation scale and pT is the transverse
momentum of a parton. Sensitivities to the choice of the
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FIG. 8: Comparison of invariant cross sections for neutral pion from LHCf in pp collisions at
√
s = 7 TeV with the DHJ+LPHD
model and the DHJ with independent fragmentation model of Lund.
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FIG. 9: Comparison of invariant cross sections for neutral pion in pp collisions at
√
s = 7 TeV from LHCf experiment [59]
with the DHJ+Lund model (solid lines). The results which only includes the soft string excitations are shown by the dashed
lines.
8factorization scale of the PDF is also shown in the Fig. 8
as a band between the results with Q/2 and 2Q. We have
checked the sensitivity of the particle spectra to the PDF.
The calculations with GRV94L and CTEQ6M PDF yield
results similar to the CTEQ5L results. DHJ+LPHD de-
scribes the correct slopes for most of the rapidity bins.
However, we found that in order to fit the data we need an
extremely large K = 22 (15) factor assuming the inelas-
tic (non-diffractive) cross section of σinel = 73.6 mb [59]
(σnondif = 48.45 mb). (If we do not include the factor
σ0/2, K factor will be K = 5). We conclude, therefore,
that DHJ+LPHD approach does not work for explaining
the LHCf forward pion data.
We also test a different approach in which gluons from
the DHJ formula fragment into hadrons independently.
The results from the independent fragmentation are plot-
ted by histogram in Fig. 8. For this hadronization pro-
cess, the Lund model is also used. In this model, rea-
sonable K factor K = 2.5 is obtained to fit the data.
It is interesting to see that the Lund independent frag-
mentation model describes the correct slopes. However,
independent fragmentation picture may not be adequate
to describe very low momentum hadrons.
Finally, the results of the DHJ+Lund model for neu-
tral pion at
√
s = 7 TeV are shown in Fig. 9 together with
the results in which only soft interactions are included.
By the soft interaction, we mean that two strings are
excited according to the formula (6), and possible ad-
ditional string productions between sea-quarks are ne-
glected. Increase of the yield in the model with the soft
interaction only may be understood as follows: In this
model, strings are stretched almost parallel to the beam
direction and likely to produce pions in the forward re-
gion. On the other hand, forward pion production is sup-
pressed by the gluons attached in the string, when CGC
gluons are included. The DHJ+Lund model agrees with
the data at low momentum, and its slopes are slightly
harder than the LHCf data. The effects of diffractive in-
teractions are checked by PYTHIA6, and we found that
single and double diffractive interactions yield similar re-
sults as non-diffractive one, except the single-diffractive
scattering in which one of forward particle goes to the
negative rapidity direction whose contribution is esti-
mated about 12% of inelastic cross section. From our
analysis, most of the neutral pions in the ultra-forward
region can be explained by the soft physics which come
from the decay of strings.
As pointed out in Ref. [59], pion distribution is sensi-
tive to the choice of baryon production model. Indeed, we
have checked that if the popcorn model [54] is switched
off, much steeper spectra is obtained which is inconsistent
with the data.
It is reported from LHCf [61] that nuclear modification
factor of forward neutral pion in proton-lead collisions at√
sNN = 5.02 TeV exhibits strong suppression, and it in-
creases with transverse momentum. However, hadronic
interaction model predictions show almost flat pT depen-
dence. It is interesting to explore p-Pb collisions within
our approach in the future.
IV. SUMMARY
In this paper, we have developed a Monte Carlo ver-
sion of the DHJ formula (DHJ+Lund model) for proton-
proton collisions. In this model, we explicitly generate
gg → g and gq → q scatterings together with the initial
and final state radiations. Those produced partons are
connected with the remnant excited strings, and decay
into hadrons by the Lund string fragmentation model.
We have compared the results of our model with
hadron transverse momentum distributions at forward
rapidities and from low to high momentum regions at
both RHIC and LHC energies. We also studied the spec-
tra for identified hadrons within our model. The model
provides a unified description of the hadron spectra from
non-perturbative low to high momentum region. It is
shown that the DHJ+Lund model yields consistent re-
sults with the approach with fragmentation function for
charged, pion, and kaon spectra in high pT regions. Some
improved description of the baryon production at for-
ward rapidities was seen. We also analyzed LHCf ultra-
forward neutral pion spectra by both the DHJ+LPHD
and DHJ+Lund models, and found that dominant pro-
cess for such ultra-forward pion is the soft excitation of
strings and their fragmentations. As a future work, we
are planning to extend the model to proton-nucleus and
nucleus-nucleus collisions.
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